RSK-145RC RING-CUT
ROTO - SKINNER
For Armored Cables
From 1" to 5" O.D.
(25mm to 125mm)

RING-CUT
RSK-145RC
The Roto-Skinner is a topnotch compact power tool
designed to take out the
drudgery out of slitting cables.

U.S. Patents
#4,267,636 &
#4,142,290

WORK SMARTER, NOT HARDER!
The RSK-145RC uses a battery operated circular
saw: simply rotate the Roto-Skinner 360° around
the cable to make perfect ring-cuts on plastic &
metal clad cables. The best way to strip plastic,
steel or aluminum Type MC-HL with a continuously
corrugated outer armor such as: Okonite CLX®,
Rockbestos Gardex®, Southwire ARMOR-X® &
General Cable’s TECK90. Also use on aluminum
interlocked armored cables such as Duralox® or
MEGA MC™.
Cut plastic jacketed power cables such as
DuraSheath® or EFC Envirotect™. Depth of cut can
easily be adjusted with a micrometer and locked,
maximum depth of cut 3/8" or 9mm. Features
convenient inch & metric scales for quickly moving
& locking vee-shaped cable guide to the desired
size. Continuous running is made possible by
sliding an "O" ring over the safety trigger switch.
 Ring-Cut cables from 1" to 5" OD or 13mm to 125mm.
 SV-151 Adapter for Roto-Skinner allows the RSK-145RC
to make ring cuts from 1/2” to 1.00” O.D. Attaches with
two removable thumb screws.
 Uses battery pack BP-156 which can be fully recharged
in 1 hour.
 Includes TC-151 tool case, 2 BP-156 12V lithium-ion
batteries and C-156 charger

PROMOTE SAFETY!
The Roto-Skinner is ideal for use in damp locations
because it is cordless. The cable guide holds part
securely as you strip. Plus there’s no line cord - you
have total freedom of movement and portability.

Specifications:


Uses 12V Makita rechargeable lithium-ion batteries



Maximum depth of cut 3/8" (9mm)



Weight: 4.25lbs with battery (RSK-145RC)



Uses B-151 Replacement Blade

LIMITED WARRANTY

The Roto-Skinner has a limited warranty against defects of
material or workmanship for 90 days excluding the battery
pack, charger and circular cutter.
B-151

BP-156

BLADE FOR RSK-145

12V LI-ION RECHARGABLE BATTERY

C-156

12V LI-ION BATTERY CHARGER

SV-151

ADAPTER FOR RSK-145RC. MAKE RING
CUTS FROM 1/2” TO 1.00” O.D. ATTACHES
WITH 2 REMOVABLE THUMB SCREWS.

TC-151

TOOL CASE
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